The propagation and interaction in more than one space dimension of localized pulse solutions (so called light bullets) to the sine-Gordon (SG) equation is studied both asymptotically and numerically. Similar solutions and their resemblance to solitons in integrable systems were numerically observed before in vector Maxwell systems. The simplicity of SG allows us to perform an asymptotic analysis of counterpropagating pulses, as well as a fully resolved computation over rectangular domains. Numerical experiments are carried out on single pulse propagation, and two pulse collision under different orientations. The particle nature, as known for solitons, persists in these two space dimensional solutions as long as the amplitudes of initial data range in a finite interval, similar to the conditions on the vector Maxwell systems.
Introduction
Spatially localized propagating waves (pulses) with particle features in more than one space dimension are of both physical and mathematical interest. They form an extension of the well-known one space dimensional solitons [1] . Recently in nonlinear optics, such waves are numerically computed as solutions to the classical Maxwell systems with cubic nonlinearities, and are called light bullets (LB), [2] . LBs are found useful as information carriers in communication, as energy sources, and have also been proposed for the design of optical switches and logic gates in future all optical devices [3] .
Mathematically, one faces new challenges as well. The higher space dimensional nonlinear wave equations are usually not integrable. This motivates one to study simpler nonlinear wave equations that admit LB like solutions. The (2+1) sine-Gordon (SG) equation is such a prototype equation. In [9] , SG is derived from a cubic nonlinear Maxwell system, and single pulse propagation is asymptotically analyzed and computed.
This paper continues this line of inquiry for colliding (2+1) SG pulses through theory and computation. A slowly varying envelope analysis is performed on counter-propagating pulses, and a coupled system of nonlinear wave equations is derived on the interaction effects. The asymptotic solutions provide a theoretical basis for the robust pulse collision observed later in numerical solutions. Moreover, the asymptotics help to prepare the initial data for computation. It is numerically demonstrated that the LB solutions of the (2+1)
SG and their interactions on the plane resemble the Maxwell LBs of [2] . The LB solutions persist in time if the amplitudes of initial data remain in a certain finite range. The persistence is related to the breathing motion of the LB solutions, see [9] , [4] , [5] for combined asymptotic and numerical studies using different methods. In [4] and [5] , radiation effects are analyzed and found to be a stabilizing mechanism.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the slowly varying envelope asymptotics (SVEA) is presented on a pair of counter-propagating pulses. Global well-posedness of the derived asymptotic equations is proved by energy method. In section 3, after a brief discussion of the numerical method, initial conditions, and numerical parameters, numerical results are reported for 4 different cases: the single pulse, the axial collision, the 90 and 120 degree collisions. Robustness of LBs under parameter variations is also studied. We conclude in section 4 and discuss future areas of research.
Envelope Asymptotics
Consider the initial value problem of the (n + 1) SG equation:
, where ∆ x is the Laplacian. Let us look for an asymptotic solution containing two counter-propagating pulses along x 1 with slowly varying envelopes:
where:
(the group velocity), c.c. complex conjugate. The function R is the remainder. The A ± terms are similar to those in single pulse asymptotics [9] , while the B ± terms are there to capture the interactions.
The ansatz (2.2) is an extension of the one in [7] for counterpropagating pulses in the (1+1) sine-Gordon equations by including higher order resonant terms in the expansion so that there is no finite time collapse due to truncation at cubic order. The formal ansatz (2.2) reveals the analytical structure of pulse interactions. However, we do not address the validity issue, and only use the ansatz for selecting initial data for numerical simulations in later sections.
We substitute the ansatz (2.2) into S-G, and separate the linear from nonlinear terms. It follows that:
Now we extract resonant terms (terms multiplied by e i (kx 1 ±ωt) ) from the first infinite sum of (2.3), * meaning taking complex conjugate:

where
is the combination number, and Σ j denotes the resonant modes (m i ,
and Γ j consists of (2.5)-(2.6) and:
Other resonant modes are not generic (they exist for special k's) and are not included. In
is irrational, the nongeneric ones do not appear. The first sum in (2.4) without the exponential prefactor will be denoted by 9) where:
and:
Equations (2.9) and (2.10) are globally well-posed [9] and observed numerically to track evolution of single pulses [10] at small but fixed . The nonlinearity N 0 is asymptotic to linear growth for large argument A ± at any fixed [9] .
The remaining resonance is removed by a coupled wave system on B
Let us study the nonlinear function N + as a function of two complex variables
. Equations (2.5)-(2.7) imply that:
It follows that N + (A, B) equals:
The last sum, denoted by S, is considered for m = 0 and m ≥ 1 separately as:
Recalling section 4 of [9] :
we have that:
It follows that S is uniformly bounded, and
|A|, for a constant C + uniformly in A, B. Similarly,
|B|.
Hence,
Now we show the global well-posedness of system (2.11)-(2.12), where A ± are globally smooth [9] .
, the initial value problem of the system (2.11)-(2.12) has a unique global solution (B
Proof: we bound (B 
and energy identities are:
where C 0 depends on initial data. Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and bounds of F + to (2.20) yields:
where C 1 and C 2 are constants depending on , ω. Similarly, we obtain from (2.19): ). The difficulty involved appears to exceed the level of existing analytical estimates. It is also conceivable that the leading order terms of the ansatz (2.2) may be augmented with suitable higher order terms in the remainder for this purpose.
Numerical Experiments

Numerical Method, Data and Parameters
We select the initial data on R cos mx, cos mx, (3.4) for the axial (head-on) colliding pulse solution. We shall apply a combination of rotations and translations on these data for the other three collision cases. The wave number m equals 2 (unless otherwise noted) to give only a few oscillations under the envelope and the dispersion relation is ω = ω(m) = √ 1 + m 2 . We use a standard explicit second-order forward time-central space finite differencing scheme [8] , along with a one-sided second order approximation of the zero Neumann boundary condition at the boundaries of the numerical domain. The method is stable under the stability condition that λ = 
Numerical Results
Single Pulse Solutions
We first look at the single propagating pulses to analyze solution properties without pulse interaction effects. In Fig. 1 , we plot the solutions for the single pulse solution at three times. The solution propagates from the left to the right boundary of the domain without significant loss of amplitude and is self-supporting (maintains its shape). This is better observed in Fig. 2 , which shows the pulse sectional profile along x at t = 0 and 45. Over time, the envelope tends to expand slightly parallel to the x-axis while slightly focusing parallel to the y-axis. We see a wake trailing at a slower velocity than the pulse. Another phenomenon is the "bending" of the pulse envelope over time. The outside edge begins to move at a slower velocity than the centerline of the envelope. In Fig. 3 , this effect is shown by a top view of the pulse at t = 0 and t = 45. The bending effect can be seen in the changing in the outer edge of the envelope from the initial pulse at t = 0 (left) and the propagating pulse at t = 45 (right). This is the same pulse as in Fig 1. 
Colliding Pulse Solutions
Axial Collisions
We turn to counter propagating pulses to see the impact of a direct axial collision. The initial condition (3.3)-(3.4) was used for the axial collision. Fig. 4 shows the interaction of two axially colliding pulses. Aside from the direction of propagation, the two initial pulses are identical in amplitude and oscillations under the envelope. The pulses are shown in profile at t = 0 and 45 for comparing the initial and post-collision states. They maintain their overall shapes and amplitudes. Fig. 5 shows the pulses at five different times. The pulses approach, collide, pass through each other and after some time, revert back to approximately the original shape and amplitude. As in the previous case, the pulse envelopes undergo a bending phenomenon over time. In the collision cases, however, the bending effect is more pronounced and appears to be a result of the pulse interaction from the collisions. cos 2x, at t = 0 (left) consists of two pulses, propagating in different directions which pass through each other and continue moving at t = 45 (right). They maintain much of their original shapes after collision.
A comparison of the propagation and collision properties of the (2+1) SG light bullet solutions to those of the full Maxwell system (FMS) in [2] shows many similarities. The light bullet solutions are very stable over time with the appropriate initial data. They are self-supporting (maintaining shape), even after colliding and interacting with other pulses.
In the case of the colliding pulses, the FMS light bullets displayed the characteristics of solitons in being essentially unchanged after going through collisions [2] . In the (2+1) SG, we see the same behavior. The pulses interact, separate and maintain their shapes after undergoing the collisions. Fig. 6 shows the stable single pulse and Fig 7 shows the colliding pulses from the FMS [2] . Comparing to Figs. 1 and 5 , we see that the FMS pulses are qualitatively the same as the SG pulses. We will make further comparisons later in the paper. 
90
• and 120
• Collisions
We also examined the dynamics of pulses colliding at different angles. We translated and rotated pulses in the initial condition (3.4) so that the pulses would collide at angles of
90
• to see the impact of a collision at each angle. Aside from a translation and rotation, the two initial pulses are identical. In Fig. 8 , we see the evolution of two pulses colliding at a 90
• angle. Fig. 9 shows the evolution of two pulses colliding at a 120
• angle.
In both cases, the pulses collide, interact, and then move through each other as in the axial collision case. We also see bending of the envelope after the collision, the outside edge of the envelope appears to be moving at a slightly slower velocity than the centerline. There is no change in the direction of propagation; each pulse continues to move along the same path as before the collision. We observed the same properties in the 120 We also looked at the effect of increasing the number of oscillations under the envelope.
For m = 5, we noticed stable pulse propagation and collision as well. Fig. 11 shows the solution profiles along x axis for both the single pulse and the axially colliding pulses.
Finally, in the single moving pulse case, we looked at the effect of increasing the wave number and amplitude simultaneously. We used m = 5 and looked at solutions with initial amplitudes A 0 = 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5. In Fig. 14, we plotted u as a function of x, at y = 0, and t = 0, 20, 45 for all three amplitudes. We see that the breakdown of the envelope is much weaker with the increase in m. 
Conclusions
Asymptotics of a pair of counter-propagating solutions to the SG equation is constructed in more than one space dimension. The asymptotic equations are well-posed for all time. The asymptotic theory serves as a theoretical basis for numerically observed robust propagation and interaction of spatially localized pulses. The pulse solutions are self-supporting (maintaining shape), even after colliding and interacting with other pulses at different angles. In simulation of cubic Maxwell system [2] , similar pulses are self-supporting in a given energy range, just like (2+1)SG pulses which require the amplitude of the initial pulse to lie in a specific range. Comparing Fig. 7 , the Maxwell light bullets, with Figs. 1 and 5, suggests qualitative agreement.
We leave as future work to study quantitatively the closeness of the asymptotic solutions to exact SG solutions.
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